Gans PLATE CLEANER AND PRESERVER
PLATE CLEANER AND SHORT TERM STORAGE GUM
ITEM NUMBER S-1834
FOR USE ON CONVENTIONAL AND CTP PLATES

Gans PLATE CLEANER AND PRESERVER contains a unique blend of acids and natural gums for complete desensitization and removal of calcium deposits from the printing plate. With the natural gums that are used, this product will ensure water receptivity to the non-image area, thus removing scratches and allowing for short term storage (30-60 days) of the printing plate.

Save TIME and MONEY by combining 2 products into ONE! Gans PLATE CLEANER AND PRESERVER will clean and protect your plates for future use!

KEY BENEFITS

- Multi-purpose plate cleaner and temporary storage gum.
- Safe for use with conventional and CTP plates.
- Inexpensive way to avoid costly plate re-makes!
- Removes existing oxidation and increases water receptivity to the plate.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

For Plate Cleaning:
Apply a liberal amount of Gans PLATE CLEANER AND PRESERVER onto a clean wipe or damp sponge. Wipe over the entire plate and any sensitive areas. Clean with water and proceed to print.

For Short Term Storage (30-60 days):
Remove ink from the printing plate. Apply a liberal amount of Gans PLATE CLEANER AND PRESERVER using a clean wipe or sponge. Buff the plate dry leaving a thin film to protect the surface of the plate.